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United States Code, Title 17: Copyrights
Sec. 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works
Subject to sections 107 through 122, the owner of copyright 
under this title has the exclusive rights to do and to 
authorize any of the following:
(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work...
(2) to prepare derivative works...
(3) to distribute copies....
(4) ... to perform the copyrighted work publicly
(5) ... to display the copyrighted work publicly
(6) ... to perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of 
a digital audio transmission.
United States Code, Title 17: Copyrights
“Subject to sections 107 through 122”:  Limitations on 
Exclusive Rights
• Sec. 107. Fair use.
• Sec. 108. Reproduction by libraries and archives.
• Sec. 110. Exemption of certain performances and 
displays.
• Sec. 111. Secondary transmissions.
• Sec. 117. Computer programs.
• Sec. 121. Reproduction for blind or other people with 
disabilities.
17 U.S.C. 107 : Limitations on exclusive 
rights: Fair use. 
[T]he fair use of a copyrighted work …for purposes such as 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching …
scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of 
copyright. In determining whether the use … is a fair use 
the factors to be considered shall include—
• (1) the purpose and character of the use, including 
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for 
nonprofit educational purposes;
• (2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
• (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
• (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for 
or value of the copyrighted work.
Copyright and Contract Law
• Copyright law provides the default terms for the use of 
“intellectual property.”
• A license allows the parties to modify the default terms.
– clause by clause modification.
– may be more or less restrictive.
– may or may not be clear, precise, or even intelligible.
• Legal rights and obligations are determined through the 
interpretation of copyright law and license text. 
Interpretation?  I need to know my rights!
• Encodings in ERM systems
– Still requires interpretation to encode, but…
– Does not require re-interpretation each time questions arises
• ONIX for Publications License
– Currently under development; draft at www.editeur.org
– Publisher can express interpretations of license clauses to load
into ERM systems
– Consortial partners can share encoded license interpretations
– Libraries remain ultimately responsible for interpretations and 
encoding in library systems
– Ambiguity reduced, not eliminated
TPM Overview
• Motivating question:  Will digital scholarly licensed resources come 
to be protected by DRM in a manner  similar to popular consumer 
media?  What’s going on with DRM in the scholarly resource 
market?
• DRM technological protection measure (TPM) a narrower term referring 
to technological tools employed to control access to or use of a digital 
resource.
• Our current conceptualizations of TPM are too narrow – Let’s introduce a 
useful distinction.
– Hard TPM:
– Tools that strictly control or disallow certain uses.
– Soft TPM: 
– Tools that discourage certain uses. Use may be achieved 
through workarounds that may be non-obvious or inconvenient.
Hard TPM: SAE and ArtSTOR
• Hard TPM
– secure container system
Encrypts content and require 
an external software 
device to decrypt and 
serve the content to the 
user
Patron may or may not be 





But what if a resource doesn’t completely 
block certain uses, but makes them very 
inconvenient?
– Soft TPM: Discourage certain uses, but use 
may be achieved through non-obvious or 
inconvenient workarounds.
Soft TPM types
• Extent of Use TPM
• Block excessive or suspicious extent of use
• Batch sizes
• TPM by Obfuscation
• Interface does not adequately advertise use functionality
– Requirements to tag records prior to use
• TPM by Omission
• Use functionalities only possible through browser or 
operating system tools
Soft TPM types continued
• TPM by decomposition
• Hybrid nature of HTML content makes saving, emailing, 
transferring difficult
• TPM by frustration
• Content is broken up into chunks
– Inconvenient to print, save, email
– Chunk size
• TPM by threat












Extent of Use TPM
TPM by Decomposition
TPM by Omission
